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Abstrat
Massive stars are osmi engines (f the title of the IAU Symposium
250). They drive the photometri and hemial evolution of galaxies,
injet energy and momentum through stellar winds and supernova ex-
plosions, they modify in this way the physial state of the interstellar
gas and have an impat on star formation. The evolution of massive
stars depends sensitively on the metalliity whih has an impat on
the intensity of the line driven stellar winds and on rotational mix-
ing. We an distinguish four metalliity regimes: 1.- the Pop III regime
0 ≤ Z <∼ 10
−10
; 2.- The low metalliity regime 10
−10
≤ Z < 0.001;
3.- The near solar metalliity regime 0.001 ≤ Z < 0.020; 4.- The high
metalliity regime 0.020 ≤ Z. In eah of these metalliity ranges, some
spei physial proesses our. In this review we shall disuss these
physial proesses and their onsequenes for nuleosynthesis and the
massive star populations in galaxies. We shall mainly fous on the ef-
fets of axial rotation and mass loss by line driven winds, although of
ourse other proesses like binarity, magneti elds, transport proesses
by internal waves may also play important roles.
1 The evolution of the metalliity during the
osmi history
In the following, we shall all metalliity the quantity Z whih is the mass
fration of all the elements with atomi mass number greater than that of
helium. In the ourse of the osmi history, due to stellar nuleosynthesis,
Z inreases globally in the Universe, although at dierent paes in dierent
environments. In Fig. 1, the evolution of [Fe/H℄
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as predited by the hemial
evolution model for the halo of our Galaxy of Chiappini et al. (2006b) is
shown. This evolution orresponds to that expeted after an intense starburst
whih ourred at time zero and was responsible for driving a galati wind.
One an see that ultra-metal poor stars (i.e. stars with [Fe/H℄ below -4)
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Note that [Fe/H℄ dened as lg
(
(nFe/nH)∗
(nFe/nH )⊙
)
, where nFe, nH are the number density
of iron, respetively of hydrogen and where the subsript ∗ indiates that the omposition
is that of the star onsidered and the subsript ⊙ that of the Sun.
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Figure 1: After a starburst having ourred at time t = 0, the top panel
shows the variation as a funtion of time of the minimum initial mass of stars
having nished their evolution at the onsidered time. The bottom panel
shows the evolution as a funtion of time of [Fe/H℄. The hemial evolution
model is from Chiappini et al. (2006b).
have aquired their metalliity after less than 30 Myrs. Their heavy element
ontent omes from matter proessed and ejeted by stars with masses above
10 M⊙.
At this stage it is interesting to note three points
• We note that metalliity inreases very rapidly, indiating that the pe-
riod of time during whih Pop III stars dominate the nuleosynthesis is
very short.
• Systems like the halo of our Galaxy gives us the hane to observe stars
whose omposition reet only two spei nuleosyntheti proesses:
the Big Bang nuleosynthesis, and massive stars nuleosynthesis. This
is in ontrast with for instane solar metalliity stars in the Milky Way
whose initial heavy elements abundanes reet the eets of many stel-
lar generations and of various nuleosyntheti proesses enompassing
e.g. intermediate mass stars, novae and type Ia supernovae. In that
ase, the link between the observed (surfae) omposition and the stel-
lar yields is muh less straightforward than for very metal poor halo
stars.
• Finally, let us mention that a low or even very low metalliity does not
neessarily implies that only massive stars have ontributed to the heavy
elements enrihments of the stars. A very low metalliity an result
from (very) low star formation rates over long periods. In that ase the
surfae abundanes of non-evolved star reet the stellar enrihments
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having ourred under the ation of stars of a muh broader mass range
than only massive stars. A way to disriminate between the ase of a
low star formation rate over long period and the one of a strong star
formation rate observed at a very early stage is to look at abundane
ratios (as for instane [α/Fe℄, see Matteui 2001). In the ase of the
halo of our Galaxy the observed [α/Fe℄ ratios indiates a short timesale
for the heavy elements enrihment.
The onsiderations above indiate that the halo of our Galaxy oers a
wonderful opportunity to study the nuleosynthesis due to the rst massive
star generations. As we shall see below many puzzling observed fats are
related to the halo stars both in the eld and in the globular lusters (see
Set. 2.4 and 4).
2 The eets of metalliity on radiatively driven
stellar winds and on rotational mixing
Let us reall that a hange of Z, the mass fration of heavy elements, also
aets the initial mass fration of hydrogen, X , and of helium, Y . When Z
inreases, X dereases and Y inreases. The inrease of the abundane in
helium with respet to Z is onveniently desribed by a quantity, ∆Y/∆Z,
dened as the inrease of helium per unit inrease in Z. The abundane of
helium at a given stage, Y , is given by Y = Y0+∆Y/∆Z×Z, where Y0 is the
primordial He abundane. A typial value for ∆Y/∆Z at solar metalliity is
around 2 (see e.g. Casagrande et al. 2007). Reently muh higher values of
∆Y/∆Z (of the order of 70) has been dedued from the presene in globular
lusters of multi-ZAMS sequenes (Piotto et al. 2005). We shall ome bak
on that question in Set. 4 below. Thus probably ∆Y/∆Z varies as a funtion
of the metalliity and of other environmental fators.
At low metalliities (Z ≤ 0.02), Y remains pratially onstant, and the
stellar properties as a funtion of metalliity are thus expeted to be deter-
mined mainly by Z. At high metalliities (Z ≥ 0.02), on the other hand, Y
inreases (or, alternatively, X dereases) signiantly with Z. In those on-
ditions, both Z and Y (and X = 1− Y − Z) determine the stellar properties
as a funtion of metalliity.
In non rotating, non mass losing models, the metalliity aets the evolu-
tion of stars mainly through its impat on the radiative opaities, the equation
of state and the nulear reation rates. These eets of metalliity on stellar
models are disussed in details in Mowlavi et al. (1998).
For stars with initial mass greater than about 30 M⊙, mass loss beomes
an important ingredient already during the MS phase and the eets of metal-
liity on the mass loss rates have to be taken into aount. Metalliity also
aets the transport mehanisms indued by rotation (Maeder & Meynet
2001). Typially a given initial mass star, starting its evolution with a given
initial veloity, will be more eiently mixed by rotation at low than at high
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metalliity. Below we explain why suh a behavior is expeted.
2.1 Line driven winds at dierent Z
The main trigger of stellar winds is radiation pressure. As written by Ed-
dington (1926)  . . . the radiation observed to be emitted must work its way
through the star, and if there were too muh obstrution it would blow up the
star. It was realized already in the 20s that radiation pressure may produe
mass loss. However it is only when, in the late 60s, sensitive UV diagnostis
of mass loss from O-star beame available that the eets of mass loss on the
evolution of stars were really onsidered.
Radiation triggers mass loss through the line opaities in hot stars. It may
also power strong mass loss through the ontinuum opaity when the star is
near the Eddington limit. For ool stars, radiation pressure is exerted on the
dust.
For hot stars, typial values for the terminal wind veloity, υ∞ is of the
order of 3 times the esape veloity, i.e. about 2000-3000 km s
−1
, mass loss
rates are between 10
−8
-10
−4
M⊙ per year. Luminous Blue Variable (LBV)
stars show during outbursts mass loss rates as high as 10
−1
-1 M⊙ per year!
Aording to the reent mass loss rates, M˙ behaves with luminosity L like
M˙ ∼ L1.7. With the massluminosity relation for massive stars, L ∼ M2,
this gives M˙ ∼ M3.4. From this we may estimate the typial timesale for
mass loss: tM˙ ∼
M
M˙
∼ 1
M2.4
. This is to be ompared to the MS lifetime
tMS. For massive stars, it sales like tMS ∼ M
−0.6
whih shows that with
inreasing mass the timesale for mass loss dereases muh faster than the
MS lifetime. One an also estimate the behavior of the amount ∆M of mass
lost with stellar mass ∆M ∼ M2.8 → ∆M
M
∼ M1.8. Thus, not only the
amount of mass lost grows with the stellar mass, but even the relative amount
of mass loss grows fast with stellar mass, whih illustrates the importane of
this eet.
In addition to the intensity of the stellar winds for dierent evolutionary
phases, one needs to know how the winds vary with the metalliity. This is
a key eet to understand the dierent massive star populations observed in
regions of dierent metalliities. This has also an important impat on the
yields expeted from stellar models at various metalliities (see Set. 6).
Current wisdom onsiders that very metal-poor stars lose no or very small
amounts of mass through radiatively driven stellar winds. This omes from
the fat that when the metalliity is low, the number of absorbing lines is
small and thus the oupling between the radiative fores and the matter is
weak. Wind models impose a saling relation of the type
M˙(Z) =
(
Z
Z⊙
)α
M˙(Z⊙), (1)
where M˙(Z) is the mass loss rate when the metalliity is equal to Z and
M˙(Z⊙) is the mass loss rate for the solar metalliity, Z being the mass fration
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of heavy elements. In the metalliity range from 1/30 to 3.0 times solar, the
value of α is between 0.5 and 0.8 aording to stellar wind models (Kudritzki
et al. 1987; Leitherer et al. 1992; Vink et al. 2001). Suh a saling law implies
for instane that a non-rotating 60 M⊙ with Z = 0.02 ends its stellar life with
a nal mass of 14.6 M⊙, the same model with a metalliity of Z = 0.00001
ends its lifetime with a mass of 59.57 M⊙ (f. models of Meynet & Maeder
2005 and Meynet et al. 2006 with α = 0.5).
Thus one expets that the metal-poor 60 M⊙ star will give birth to a blak
hole. In that ase nearly all (if not all) the stellar mass may disappear in the
remnant preventing the star from enrihing in substantial way the interstellar
medium in new synthesized elements. The metal-rih model on the other
hand will probably leave a neutron star and ontribute to the enrihment of
the ISM through both the winds and the supernova ejeta. When the eets
of rotation are aounted for, things an be very dierent at low metalliity.
Mass loss an be boosted due to rotational eets (see Set. 2.3, 2.4 and 4).
2.2 Rotational mixing at dierent Z
Many of the observed harateristis of massive stars require in order to be
explained some extra-mixing mehanism working in their radiative zones (see
e.g. the review by Maeder & Meynet 2000a). Rotation appears as the most
promising mehanism for explaining these observed harateristis sine mas-
sive stars are fast rotators and sine many instabilities are triggered by ro-
tation (Talon 2008). These instabilities transport angular momentum and
hemial speies in stellar interiors. Assuming that the star rapidly settles
into a state of shellular rotation (onstant angular veloity at the surfae
of isobars), the transport equations due to meridional urrents and shear
instabilities an be onsistently obtained (Zahn 1992). Sine the work by
J.-P. Zahn, various improvements have been brought to the formulas giving
the veloity of the meridional urrents (Maeder & Zahn 1998), those of the
various diusive oeients desribing the eets of shear turbulene (Maeder
1997; Talon & Zahn 1997; Maeder 2003; Mathis et al. 2004), as well as the
eets of rotation on the mass loss (Owoki et al. 1996; Maeder 1999; Maeder
& Meynet 2000b).
Let us reall a few basi results obtained from rotating stellar models
(without dynamo proess):
1) Angular momentum is mainly transported by the meridional urrents.
In the outer part of the radiative envelope these meridional urrents transport
angular momentum outwards. During the Main-Sequene phase, the ore
ontrats and the envelope expands. The meridional urrents impose some
oupling between the two, slowing down the ore and aelerating the outer
layers. In the outer layers, the veloity of these urrents beomes smaller when
the density gets higher, i.e., for a given initial mass, when the metalliity is
lower.
2) The hemial speies are mainly transported by shear turbulene
2
. Dur-
2
at least in absene of magneti elds; when magneti elds are amplied by dierential
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Figure 2: Left panel: Evolution during the MS phase of the N/C ratios (in
number) at the surfae of rotating stellar models as a funtion of the eetive
temperature. The dierenes in N/C ratios are given with respet to the
initial values. Figure taken from Meynet & Maeder (2005). Right panel:
Evolution of the Teff as a funtion of the fration of the lifetime spent in
the Heburning phase for 20 M⊙ stars with dierent initial veloities. Figure
taken from Maeder & Meynet (2001).
ing the Main-Sequene this proess is responsible for the nitrogen enhane-
ments observed at the surfae of most OB stars (Maeder et al. 2008). The
shear turbulene is stronger when the gradients of the angular veloity are
stronger. Due to point 1 above, the gradients of Ω are stronger in metal-
poor stars and thus the mixing of the hemial elements is stronger in these
stars. This is illustrated on the left panel of Fig. 2 (see the traks for the 9
M⊙ stellar models). Looking at the 40 M⊙ stellar models, one sees that the
higher metalliity model presents the highest surfae enrihments, in striking
ontrast with the behavior of the 9 M⊙ model. This omes from the fat that
the hanges ourring at the surfae of the 40 M⊙ are not only due to rotation
but also to mass loss whih is more eient at higher Z (see also Set. 6).
Mixing is not only more eient at low metalliity, it is also stronger in stars
with inreasing initial masses and inreasing initial veloities.
The eieny of the mixing will vary from one element to another. If an
element is strongly and rapidly built up in the onvetive ore, it will diuse by
rotational mixing more rapidly in the radiative envelope than an element with
a smoother gradient between the onvetive ore and the radiative envelope.
This explains why the stellar surfae will be more rapidly enrihed in nitrogen
than in helium.
Some observations indiate that rotational mixing might be more eient
rotation as in the Tayler-Spruit dynamo mehanism, see Spruit (2002), the main transport
mehanism is meridional irulation, see Maeder & Meynet (2005).
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at lower metalliities (Venn 1999; Venn & Przybilla 2003) onrming the trend
expeted from theoretial models. However some variations in the initial dis-
tribution of the CNO elements might somewhat blurr the piture. Aording
to Hunter et al. (2007) the C/N and O/N ratios in the Small Magellani
Clouds are equal to 7 and 35 respetively, while in the solar neighborhood it is
of the order of 4 and 7 (ratios in number). That means that the maximum ni-
trogen enhanement (obtained at CNO equilibrium) expressed as ∆log(N/H)
would be about 1.7 in the SMC and about 1.1 in the solar neighborhood. Thus
this eet alone may produe higher nitrogen enrihment in the Magellani
Clouds than in the Galaxy!
In addition to these internal transport proesses, rotation also modies the
physial properties of the stellar surfae. Indeed the shape of the star is de-
formed by rotation (a fat whih is now put in evidene observationally thanks
to the interferometry, see Domiiano de Souza et al. 2003). Rotation implies
also a non-uniform brightness (see observational evidenes in e.g. Domiiano
de Souza et al. 2005). The polar regions are brighter than the equatorial ones.
This is a onsequene of the hydrostati and radiative equilibrium (von Zeipel
theorem 1924). In addition, as a result of the internal transport proesses,
the surfae veloity and the surfae hemial omposition are modied.
2.3 Rotationally indued mass loss at dierent Z
We an lassify the eets of rotation on mass loss in three ategories.
1. The strutural eets of rotation.
2. The hanges brought by rotation on the radiation driven stellar winds.
3. The mehanial mass loss indued by rotation at the ritial limit (i.e.
when the surfae veloity at the equator is suh that the entrifugal
aeleration balanes the gravity).
Let us onsider in turn these various proesses.
Strutural eets of rotation on mass loss
Rotation, by hanging the hemial struture of the star, modies its evolu-
tion. For instane, moderate rotation at metalliities of the Small Magellani
Cloud (SMC) favors redward evolution in the Hertzsprung-Russel diagram.
This behavior is illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 2 and an aount for
the high number of red supergiants observed in the SMC (Maeder & Meynet
2001), an observational fat whih is not at all reprodued by non-rotating
stellar models.
Now it is well known that the mass loss rates are greater when the star
evolves into the red part of the HR diagram, thus in this ase, rotation mod-
ies the mass loss indiretly, by hanging the evolutionary traks. The 20
M⊙, υini = 0, 200, 300 and 400 km s
−1
models lose respetively 0.14, 1.40,
1.71 and 1.93 M⊙ during the ore He-burning phase (see Table 1 in Maeder &
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Meynet 2001). The enhanement of the mass lost reets the longer lifetimes
of the red supergiant phase when veloity inreases. Note that these numbers
were obtained assuming that the saling law between mass loss and metalliity
dedued from stellar wind models for hot stars applies during the red super-
giant phase. If, during this phase, mass loss omes from ontinuum-opaity
driven wind then the mass-loss rate will not depend on metalliity (see the
review by van Loon 2006). In that ase, the redward evolution favored by
rotation would have a greater impat on mass loss than that shown by these
omputations.
At very high rotation, the star will have a homogeneous evolution and will
never beome a red supergiant (Maeder 1987). In this ase, the mass loss will
be redued, although this eet will be somewhat ompensated by two other
proesses: rst by the fat that the Main-Sequene lifetime will last longer
and, seond, by the fat that the star will enter the Wolf-Rayet phase (a phase
with high mass loss rates) at an earlier stage of its evolution.
Radiation driven stellar winds with rotation
The eets of rotation on the radiation driven stellar winds result from
the hanges brought by rotation to the stellar surfae. They indue hanges
of the morphologies of the stellar winds and inrease their intensities.
Stellar wind anisotropies
Naively we would rst guess that a rotating star would lose mass preferen-
tially from the equator, where the eetive gravity (gravity dereased by the
eet of the entrifugal fore) is lower. This is probably true when the star
reahes the ritial limit (i.e. when the equatorial surfae veloity is suh that
the entrifugal aeleration exatly ompensates the gravity), but this is not
orret when the star is not at the ritial limit. Indeed as realled above, a
rotating star has a non uniform surfae brightness, and the polar regions are
those whih have the most powerful radiative ux. Thus one expets that the
star will lose mass preferentially along the rotational axis. This is orret for
hot stars, for whih the dominant soure of opaity is eletron sattering. In
that ase the opaity only depends on the mass fration of hydrogen and does
not depend on other physial quantities suh as temperature. Thus rotation
indues anisotropies of the winds (Maeder & Desjaques 2001; Dwarkadas &
Owoki 2002). Amplitude of the eet for a fast rotating 35 M⊙ stellar model
an be seen in Fig. 3.
Wind anisotropies have onsequenes for the angular momentum that a
star retains in its interior. Indeed, when mass is lost preferentially along
the polar axis, less angular momentum is lost. This proess allows loss of
mass without too muh loss of angular momentum, a proess whih might be
important in the ontext of the evolutionary senarios leading to Gamma Ray
Bursts (GRB). Indeed in the framework of the ollapsar senario (Woosley
1993), one has to aommodate two ontraditory requirements: on one side,
the progenitor needs to lose mass in order to have its H and He-rih envelope
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Figure 3: Left panel: Variation of the mass ux at the surfae of an initial
35 M⊙ at a stage during the ore H-burning phase when the mass fration of
hydrogen at the entre is Xc = 0.42. The veloity of the star on the ZAMS is
550 km s
−1
orresponding to Ω/Ωcrit = 0.84. The star follows a homogeneous
evolution. At the stage represented Ω/Ωcrit ∼ 1. Right panel: Same as the
left panel, but for a later stage with Xc = 0.02 and Ω/Ωcrit ∼ 1.
removed at the time of its explosion
3
, and on the other hand it must have
retained suient angular momentum in its entral region to give birth to a
fast rotating blak-hole. Wind anisotropies may help a fast rotating star to
lose mass without losing too muh angular momentum.
Intensities of the stellar winds
The quantity of mass lost through radiatively driven stellar winds is en-
haned by rotation. This enhanement an our through two hannels: by
reduing the eetive gravity at the surfae of the star, by inreasing the
opaity of the outer layers through surfae metalliity enhanements due to
rotational mixing.
• redution of the eetive gravity: The ratio of the mass loss rate of a
star with a surfae angular veloity Ω to that of a non-rotating star, of
the same initial mass, metalliity and lying at the same position in the
HR diagram is given by (Maeder & Meynet 2000b)
M˙(Ω)
M˙(0)
≃
(1− Γ)
1
α
−1
[
1− 49 (
v
vcrit,1
)2 − Γ
] 1
α
−1
, (2)
where Γ is the eletron sattering opaity for a nonrotating star with
the same mass and luminosity, α is a fore multiplier (Lamers et al.
1995). The enhanement fator remains modest for stars with luminos-
ity suiently far away from the Eddington limit (Maeder & Meynet
2000b). Typially,
M˙(Ω)
M˙(0)
≃ 1.5 for main-sequene Bstars. In that
3
In ase the H-rih envelope would be still present at the time of the explosion, the jets
and the gamma photons produed in it would remain invisible for an observer.
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ase, when the surfae veloity approahes the ritial limit, the ee-
tive gravity dereases and the radiative ux also dereases. Thus the
matter beomes less bound when, at the same time, the radiative fores
beome also weaker. When the stellar luminosity approahes the Ed-
dington limit, the mass loss inreases an be muh greater, reahing
orders of magnitude. This omes from the fat that rotation lowers the
maximum luminosity or the Eddington luminosity of a star. Thus it
may happen that for a veloity still far from the lassial ritial limit,
the rotationally dereased maximum luminosity beomes equal to the
atual luminosity of the star. In that ase, strong mass loss ensues and
the star is said to have reahed the ΩΓ limit (Maeder & Meynet 2000b).
• Eets due to rotational mixing: During the ore helium burning phase,
at low metalliity, the surfae may be strongly enrihed in both H-
burning and He-burning produts, i.e. mainly in nitrogen, arbon and
oxygen. Nitrogen is produed by transformation of the arbon and
oxygen produed in the He-burning ore and whih have diused by
rotational mixing in the H-burning shell (Meynet & Maeder 2002ab).
Part of the arbon and oxygen produed in the He-ore also diuses up
to the surfae. Thus at the surfae, one obtains very high value of the
CNO elements, the opaity of the surfae inreases and thus line driven
winds beome stronger (see Set. 4 for quantitative eets).
Mehanial winds indued by rotation
As realled above, during the Main-Sequene phase the ore ontrats and
the envelope expands. In ase of loal onservation of the angular momentum,
the ore would thus spin faster and faster while the envelope would slow
down. In that ase, it an be easily shown that the surfae veloity would
evolve away from the ritial veloity (see e.g. Meynet & Maeder 2006).
In models with shellular rotation however an important oupling between
the ore and the envelope is established through the ation of the meridional
urrents. As a net result, angular momentum is brought from the inner regions
to the outer ones. Thus, would the star lose no mass by radiation driven
stellar winds (as is the ase at low Z), one expets that the surfae veloity
would inrease with time and would approah the ritial limit. In ontrast,
when radiation driven stellar winds are important, the timesale for removing
mass and angular momentum at the surfae is shorter than the timesale for
aelerating the outer layers by the above proess and the surfae veloity
dereases as a funtion of time. It evolves away from the ritial limit. Thus,
an interesting situation ours: when the star loses little mass by radiation
driven stellar winds, it has more hane to lose mass by a mehanial wind.
On the other hand, when the star loses mass at a high rate by radiation driven
mass loss then it has no hane to reah the ritial limit and thus to undergo
a mehanial mass loss.
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2.4 Spinstars at low metalliity?
From the previous disussion, it does appear that for a given initial rotation,
the eets of rotation will be the more pronouned at low metalliity and this
for two reasons:
• Rotational mixing is more eient at low Z.
• Stars more easily evolves toward the ritial limit.
Of ourse if at low metalliity, for whatever reasons, the distribution of the
initial veloities is biased toward slow rotators, then the above eets will
not be important. Let us however stress here that at present, there is some
observational support to the view that the distribution of the initial velo-
ities ontains more fast rotators at low Z! Observationally Martayan et al
(2006) nd that, for B and Be stars, the lower the metalliity, the higher
the rotational veloities. The Be stars are stars surrounded by an expanding
equatorial disks probably produed by the onomitant eets of both fast
rotation and pulsation. Martayan et al. (2006; 2007) obtain that Be stars
rotate faster than B stars whatever the metalliity is. Thus a high fration of
Be stars reet a higher fration of fast rotators. Maeder et al. (1999) and
Wisniewski & Bjorkman (2006) nd that the fration of Be stars with respet
to the total number of B and Be stars in lusters with log t(yrs) from 7.0 to
7.4 inreases when the metalliity dereases. This fration passes from about
10% at solar metalliity to about 35% at the SMC metalliity.
Thus not only for a given initial veloity, theory predits that the eets
of rotation are more pronouned in metal poor regions but also there is some
observational hints that there are more fast rotators at low Z. Of ourse
we might argue here that the higher proportion of fast rotators results not
from a dierene in the initial distribution of the veloities but is due to
an evolutionary eet. Stars at low Z rotate faster beause they lose less
angular momentum through radiatively driven stellar winds. However for B-
type stars, stellar winds are weak during the Main-Sequene phase and this
argument probably does not apply.
From this we onlude that rotation probably has the strongest impat at
low metalliity. If we dene spinstars as stars whose evolution is strongly
aeted by rotation, then their number should be greater at low Z.
Interestingly many observations presently hallenge our understanding of
the evolution of stars at low and very low metalliity. Let us briey mention a
few of them here: 1) no sign of Pair Instability Supernovae has been observed
(Cayrel et al. 2004), 2) a high plateau of the N/O ratios (as a funtion
of O/H) are obtained requiring the ativity of eient soures of primary
nitrogen (see e.g. Spite et al. 2005), 3) simultaneously the C/O ratio as a
funtion of O/H shows an upturn at a metalliity of [O/H℄∼-2 (Cayrel et al.
2004), similar trends are seen in Damped Lyman Alpha systems (Pettini et
al. 2008) 4) a signiant fration of very metal poor stars are C-rih stars
showing very peuliar abundane pattern at their surfae (see the review by
Beers & Christlieb 2005), 5) very helium-rih stars and 6) stars with high
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abundane of sodium and low abundane of oxygen are deteted in globular
lusters (Gratton et al. 2004; Piotto et al. 2005). As we shall see below
rotation may help in understanding these puzzling fats.
3 The rst stellar generations in the Universe
Understanding the evolution of massive stars at low and very low metalliity
is a requirement to address questions suh as the nature of the soures of the
reionization in the early Universe, the evolution of the interstellar abundanes
during the early phases of the evolution of galaxies, for nding possible signa-
tures of primordial stellar populations in the integrated light of very distant
galaxies and for disovering whih objets are the progenitors of the long soft
Gamma Ray Bursts. At present, the most iron poor objets known in the
Universe are not very far from us sine they are galati halo eld stars. These
objets oer a unique opportunity to study the yields of the rst generations
of stars
4
.
In this setion, we fous the disussion on the rst stars whih were made
up of material having been proessed only by primordial nuleosynthesis, that
means from matter essentially deprived of heavy elements. In an environment
with primordial omposition, one expets the following dierenes with re-
spet to the more lassial evolution at higher metalliities:
• At stritly Z = 0, the ooling proesses, so important for allowing the
evauation of the energy produed when the moleular louds ollapse
and thus its fragmentation, are not so eient as at larger metalliity.
This favors the formation of more massive stars. The initial mass fun-
tion is probably dierent depending on the mass of the minihaloes (see
Greif & Bromm 2006). In minihaloes with masses between 10
6
and 10
8
M⊙, virial temperature is between 10
3
and 10
4
K and the ooling is due
mainly to the moleules H2. This allows the formation of stars with
harateristi masses ≥ 100 M⊙. In minihaloes where ionization ours
prior to the late stages of the protostellar aretion proess, namely
those with a virial temperature superior to 10
4
K and thus with masses
above 10
8
M⊙
5
, the hydrogen deuteride (HD) moleule provides an addi-
tional ooling hannel. In those minihaloes, metal-free gas an ool more
eiently. This leads to the formation of stars with masses superior to
10 M⊙. Thus at the very beginning, we would have rst, during a quite
short period, only very massive Pop III stars and, when gas assembles
in more massive haloes (or is reionized by the rst stars), a seond Pop
4
Note that reently Venn & Lambert (2008) have hallenged the view aording to
whih the C-rih extremely metal poor stars are trustworthy very metal poor stars. But
this suggestion, if orret, will not hallenge the whole onept of the rst stellar generations
being traed by metal poor stars beause many of the hemial signatures also ome from
normal stars (i.e. non C-rih stars).
5
This may also happen in reli HII regions left by the rst stars, see Johnson & Bromm
(2006).
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III star generation appears with smaller harateristi masses (about 10
M⊙ and above). This population is alled by some authors Pop II.5.
When the metalliity beomes higher than 10
−3.5
Z⊙, i.e. for Z above
about 5 10
−6
a normal IMF governs the mass distribution of newly born
stars
6
. Aording to Greif & Bromm (2006) the very massive Pop III
stars only ontribute marginally to feed the reservoir of ionizing photons
and to the hemial enrihment of the interstellar medium. Muh more
important are on this respet the less massive Pop III stars born in more
massive haloes or in reli HII regions.
• The (nearly) absene of heavy elements implies that massive stars an-
not ignite hydrogen-burning through the CNO yle but through the
pp hains. However the energy output extrated from the pp hains
is not suient to ompensate for the high luminosity of these stars.
The stars must ompensate the deit of nulear energy by extrating
energy from the gravitational reservoir, i.e. they ontrat. At a given
point however, due to this ontration, the entral temperature beomes
high enough for ativating triple α reations. Some arbon is then pro-
dued. When the mass fration of arbon is of the order of 10
−12
, the
CN yle beomes the main soure of energy and the evolution then
proeeds as in a more metal rih massive stars. For stars above about
20 M⊙, ativation of the CN yle intervenes very early during the ore
H-burning (typially before ve perents of the hydrogen at the entre
is onsumed, see Marigo et al. 2003).
• Pop III are more ompat due to the ontration they undergo at the
beginning of the ore H-burning phase (see above) and to the fat that
the opaity of primordial material is smaller than that of metal rih one.
Typially a Pop III 20 M⊙ star on the ZAMS has a radius redued by
a fator 3.5 with respet to the radius of the orresponding star with
Z = 0.020. Even passing from the very low metalliity Z = 10−5 to 0
already produes a derease of the radius by a fator 2! Smaller radius
favors more eient mixing in two ways: rst, for a given value of the
diusion oeient, D, the mixing timesale dereases with the radius
as ∼ R2/D. Seond the gradients of Ω are steeper (see above). As we
shall see however, rotational mixing at Z = 0 is not so eient as at
low but non zero metalliity. We shall ome bak on that point in the
next setion.
Reently Ekström et al. (2008) presented a grid of Pop III stellar models
inluding the eets of rotation. Evolutionary traks of non-rotating and
rotating Pop III stellar models are shown in Fig. 4 (left panel). The models
are omputed until the end of the ore Si-burning, exept the 9 M⊙ that has
developed a degenerate ore before arbon ignition and has thus been stopped
then, and the 15 M⊙ model that has been stopped at the end of O-burning
6
Some authors argue that star formation swithes to more lassial mode already when
Z = 10−6 due to dust prodution in the early Universe, see Shneider et al. 2006.
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Figure 4: Left panels: Evolution of Z = 0 models (with rotation: ontinuous
lines; without rotation: dotted lines) in the Hertzsprung Russell diagram. The
gray area shows the zone of the diagram where He burns in the ore of the
rotating models. Right panel: Evolution of the Ω/Ωcrit ratio during the MS.
All the models start the MS with υeq = 800 km s
−1
, exept the 9 M⊙ whih
starts the MS with 500 km s
−1
. Figures taken from Ekström et al. (2008a).
also beause of a too degenerate ore at that time. We hose an initial veloity
of 800 km s
−1
on the ZAMS. For the 60 M⊙ model, this orresponds to a value
of υ/υcrit = 0.52 on the ZAMS, whih is slightly superior to 0.4, the value
required at solar metalliity to obtain averaged veloities during the MS phase
orresponding to observed values.
We notie that the ZAMS is shifted toward lower eetive temperature and
luminosity with respet to the non-rotating ase
7
. Then, when the evolution
proeeds, the traks beome more luminous, and the main-sequene turn-o
is shifted to ooler temperature: the ore of the rotating models is refueled
by fresh H brought by the mixing. It thus grows, leading to an enhanement
of the luminosity.
The onset of the CNO yle desribed above an be seen in the HRD: the
traks evolve toward the blue side of the diagram, until the energy provided
by the CNO yle stops the ontration and bends the traks bak in the
usual MS feature. In the rotating 9 M⊙, this happens at an age of 12.2 Myr
(when the entral H mass fration is Xc = 0.439) while in the non-rotating
one it happens a little earlier, at an age of 10.9 Myr (but at a similar burning
stage: Xc = 0.439). In the ase of the non-rotating 15 M⊙ model, it happens
after merely 1.5 Myr (Xc = 0.695), while it takes 2 Myr (Xc = 0.677) in the
ase of the rotating one. Let us mention that Marigo et al. (2003) nd that
7
We reall that this shift is due to the sustaining eet of rotation: the gravity is
ounter-balaned both by the gas pressure and the entrifugal fore in suh a way that the
star behaves like a lower mass one.
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the mass limit for CNO ignition already on the ZAMS is 20 M⊙, our results
being onsistent with that limit.
After entral H exhaustion, the ore He-burning phase (CHeB) starts right
away: the ore was already hot enough to burn a little He during the MS
and does not need to ontrat muh further. This prevents the models to
start a redward evolution, so they remain in the blue part of the HRD at
the beginning of CHeB. Then, something partiular happens to the rotating
models: beause of rotational mixing, some arbon produed in the ore is
diused toward the H-burning shell, allowing a sudden ignition of the CNO-
yle in the shell. This boost of the shell leads to a retration of the onvetive
ore and a derease of the luminosity. At the same time, it transforms the
quiet radiative H-burning shell into an ative onvetive one. Some primary
nitrogen is produed (see more on that point in the next setion).
All the models, exept the 9 M⊙, reah the ritial veloity during the MS
phase (see the right panel of Fig. 4). One at ritial limit, all the models
remain at the ritial limit until the end of the Main-Sequene phase. On
the right panel of Fig. 4, the 85 and espeially the 200 M⊙ seem to depart
from Ω/Ωcrit = 1, but this is due to the limit shown here being only the Ω-
limit, where the entrifugal fore alone is taken into aount to ounterbalane
the gravity. In the two above models however, the radiative aeleration is
strong and the models reah the so-alled ΩΓ-limit, that is the seond root of
the equation giving the ritial veloity: ~geff [1 − Γ] = ~0 (Maeder & Meynet
2000b). The true ritial veloity is lowered by the radiative aeleration,
and though the Ω/Ωcrit ratio plotted beomes lower than 1, these models
are atually at the ritial limit and remain at this limit till the end of the
MS. The mass whih is lost by the mehanial winds amounts only to a few
perents of the initial stellar mass and thus does not muh aet neither their
evolution, nor their nuleosyntheti outputs. Muh more mass an be lost by
mehanial mass loss (see next subsetion) when the eets of magneti elds
are aounted for as presribed in the Tayler-Spruit dynamo theory (Spruit
2002), or when the metalliity is non-zero.
3.1 Strong mass loss in Pop III stars?
Aording to Heger et al. (2003), the fate of single stars depends on their He-
ore mass (Mα) at the end of the evolution. They have shown that at very
low metalliity, the stars having 64 M⊙ < Mα < 133 M⊙ will undergo pair-
instability and be entirely disrupted by the subsequent supernova. This mass
range in Mα has been related to the initial mass the star must have on the
main sequene (MS) through standard evolution models: 140 M⊙ < Mini <
260 M⊙. However the link between the masses of the He-ore mass and
the initial mass an be very dierent depending on the physis onsidered.
Ekström et al. (2008) showed that a Z=0, 150 M⊙ stellar model, having
an initial ratio between the equatorial veloity and the ritial one equal to
υini/υcrit = 0.56, and omputed aounting for the Tayler-Spruit dynamo
mehanism (Spruit 2002) and the eets of wind anisotropy (Maeder 1999)
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Figure 5: Blak line: rotating model; ontinuous part : beginning of MS (Xc =
0.753 down to 0.58; dashed part : rest of the MS; dotted part : beginning of
ore He-burning phase (Yc = 1.00 down to 0.96); ontinuous part : rest of
the He-burning. Grey line: non-rotating model for omparison. Left panel:
evolution in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram; Right panel: evolution of the
mass of the model. The mass indiated is the mass lost at eah stage, not a
summation. Figures taken from Ekström et al. (2008b).
will lose suh great amount of mass that it will reah the end of the ore He-
burning phase with a mass of Mα too small to go through a pair-instability
proess.
In Fig. 5, we present the evolution in the HR diagram (left panel) and the
evolution of mass with time (right panel). The gray line shows a non-rotating
model omputed with the same physis for omparison. During its whole
evolution up to the end of ore He-burning, the non-rotating model loses only
1.37 M⊙. This illustrates the weakness of radiative winds at Z = 0. The
evolution of the rotating model (blak line) an be desribed by four distint
stages:
1. (ontinuous part, lower left orner in the left panel of Fig. 5) The model
starts its evolution on the MS with only radiative winds, losing only a
little more than 0.002 M⊙. During this stage, the ratio of the surfae
veloity to the ritial one inreases quikly, mainly beause of the strong
oupling exerted by the magneti elds.
2. (dashed part) When its entral ontent of hydrogen is still 0.58 in mass
fration, it reahes the ritial veloity and starts losing mass by me-
hanial mass loss. It remains at the ritial limit through the whole
MS, but the mehanial wind removes only the most superial layers
that have beome unbound, and less than 10% of the initial mass is lost
during that stage (11.44M⊙). The model beomes also extremely lumi-
nous, and reahes the Eddington limit when 10% of hydrogen remains
in the ore. Preisely, it is the so-alled ΩΓ-limit that is reahed here.
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3. (dotted part) The ombustion of helium begins as soon as the hydrogen
is exhausted in the ore, then the radiative H-burning shell undergoes a
CNO ash, setting the model on its redward journey. The model remains
at the ΩΓ-limit and loses a huge amount of mass. The strong magneti
oupling keeps bringing angular momentum to the surfae and even the
heavy mass loss is not able to let the model evolve away from the ritial
limit. The mass lost during that stage amounts to 53.46 M⊙. When
the model starts a blue hook in the HR diagram, its surfae onditions
beome those of a WR star (Xsurf < 0.4 and Teff > 10
′000 K). The
luminosity drops and takes the model away from the Γ-limit, marking
the end of that stage.
4. (ontinuous part) The rest of the ore He-burning is spent in the WR
onditions. The mass loss is strong but less than in the previous stage:
another 26.34 M⊙ are lost.
At the end of ore He-burning, the nal mass of the model is only Mfin =
58 M⊙, already below the minimum Mα needed for PISN (Mα ≥ 64 M⊙).
Note that the ontration of the ore after helium exhaustion brings the model
bak to ritial veloity, so this value for Mfin must be onsidered as an upper
limit.
This result shows that a fast rotating Pop III 150 M⊙ may avoid to explode
as a PISN. Also suh a star will enrih the interstellar medium through its
winds. Of ourse it is by far not ertain that the onditions required for suh
a senario to our are met in the rst stellar generations but it underlines
the fat that fast rotation may drastially hange the piture.
Let us note that the nuleosyntheti signature of PISN are not observed
in the most metal poor halo stars. Is this due to the above senario? To
the fat that the signature was very quikly erased by the next generations of
stars?
8
Or were suh high mass stars not formed? These various hypothesis
annot be disentangled at the present time, but the observation of more and
more metal-deient stars will probably provide elements of response to these
questions.
3.2 Pop III stars as physis laboratories
The formation and the evolution of the rst stellar generations may dier from
those of the subsequent generations in many other dierent ways than the ones
quoted above. For instane Pop III stars are supposed to be formed in mini
dark haloes. Depending on the nature of dark matter, of its density in the
dark halo, annihilation of dark material inside Pop III stars may ontribute
more or less signiantly for ompensating their energy losses at the surfae.
Reently many authors (see e.g. Spolyar et al. 2008; Ioo et al. 2008;
Taoso et al. 2008; Yoon et al. 2008) have studied the eets of dark matter
8
Maybe the metal-poor stars we observe are enrihed by more SNe than we atually
think, and the later ontributions are masking the primordial ones.
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annihilation in Pop III stars. In partiular Taoso et al. (2008) have obtained
that for WIMP densities superior to a ritial value (see Fig. 3.2) the MS
lifetimes of these models an exeed the present age of the Universe, allow-
ing the existene in the present day Universe of Pop III stars still frozen in
their ZAMS evolutionary stage. In ontrast to lassial ZAMS Pop III stars,
these stars would be muh more inated, show lower eetive temperatures
and surfae gravities. The irumstanes needed for suh stars to exists are
probably very rare if ever they have been realised one!
It might be also that fundamental onstants had not the same value in the
early history of the Universe. The hemial omposition of the stellar ores
at the end of the He-burning phase depends sensitively on the exat value of
the ne struture onstant, beause variations of the ne struture onstant
implies hanges of the 3α reation rate. For instane, a variation of a few 10−5
sues for instane to avoid any prodution of oxygen by ore He-burning!
This deeply aets the advaned evolutionary stages of Pop III massive stars
and of ourse their nuleosynthesis (Ekström et al. in preparation).
4 Massive star evolution in the low metalliity
regime
At low (but non-zero) metalliities, rotational mixing plays a dominant role
and produe two important eets:
First, in this metalliity range, rotating models produe large amounts of
primary nitrogen. Although rotational mixing in Pop III stars is by far not a
negligible eet, it remains at a relatively modest level due to the absene of
strong ontration at the end of the ore H-burning phase. On the ontrary,
when Z ≥∼ 10−10, the physial onditions during the ore H-burning phase
and the ore He-burning phase are so dierent that a strong ontration o-
urs at the end of the ore H-burning phase leading to strong mixing and
important primary nitrogen prodution
9
. For metalliities higher than about
0.001, rotational mixing is not eient enough for triggering important pri-
mary nitrogen prodution (at least for the rotational veloities orresponding
to the observed ones at this metalliity) and thus rotational mixing, although
still important for explaining the surfae enrihments does no long hange the
stellar yields as muh as at very low metalliity. Thus primary nitrogen pro-
dution does appear to go through a maximum when the metalliity dereases
from Z = 0.001 to Z = 0, supposing that, at the dierent metalliities, the
initial angular momentum ontent of a given initial mass star on the ZAMS
remains more or less onstant.
Seond, in this metalliity range, rotational mixing, by inreasing the CNO
surfae abundanes, might trigger important mass losses through radiatively
driven stellar winds. Indeed, another onsequene from the strong ontration
9
The presene of a very little amount of metals sues to boost the eieny of rotational
mixing and the importane of mass loss. In that respet metalliity is like the salt of the
osmos: a small amount is suient to enhane its avor!
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Figure 6: ZAMS positions of 20, 60 and 200 M⊙ Pop III stellar models in
the surfae gravity versus eetive temperature plane (both in logarithm) for
dierent dark matter densities (labels in units of GeV m
−3
). Big red (gray)
irles labeled by 5.3, 4.7 and 2.5, orrespond to dark matter densities suh
that the energy produed by WIMPS annihilation an ompensate for the
energy losses at the surfae. Provided suh densities an be sustained for more
tan a Hubble time, the star do no long evolve and remains frozen at its ZAMS
position. The lines labeled as 10τ and 100τ orrespond to ZAMS positions of
models with a lifetime prolonged by 10 and 100 times with respet to the ase
without WIMPS. We have adopted a WIMP model with a mass equal to 100
GeV and a spin-dependent WIMP sattering ross setion σSD = 10
−38
m
2
.
Figure taken from Taoso et al. (2008).
at the end of the ore H-burning phase is a rapid evolution to the red in the HR
diagram. Due to rotational mixing, the opaity in the outer layers inreases
with time, making appear an outer onvetive zone. This onvetive zone
dredges-up at the surfae great quantities of CNO elements. In our 60 M⊙
stellar model with Z = 10−8 and υini = 800 km s
−1
, the CNO ontent at the
surfae amounts to one million times the one the star had at its birth (Meynet
et al. 2006). Therefore the global metalliity at the surfae beomes equivalent
to that of a LMC stars while the star began its life with a metalliity whih
was about 600 000 times lower! If we apply the same rules used at higher
metalliity relating the mass loss rate to the global metalliity, we obtain that
the star may lose about half of its initial mass due to this eet
10
.
There are at least four striking observational fats whih might reeive an
10
Note that at the moment it is not possible to know if suh a rule would apply in those
irumstanes, i.e. for typially a 60 M⊙ Pop III star with an eetive temperature of
about 6000 K and a luminosity logL/L⊙ = 6.1.
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Figure 7: Variation of the N/O and C/O ratios as a funtion the O/H ratios.
N/O data points for halo stars are from Israelian et al. (2004, open squares
) and of Spite et al. (2005, stars). C/O points with error bars are for DLA
systems from Pettini et al. (2008), C/O data points for halo stars are from
Cayrel et al. (2004). The lower ontinuous urve is the hemial evolution
model obtained with the stellar yields of slow rotating Z = 10−5 models from
Meynet & Maeder (2002) and Hirshi et al. (2004). The dashed line inludes
the yields of fast rotating Z = 10−8 models from Hirshi (2007) at very low
metalliity. The intermediate urve is obtained using the yields of the Z = 0
models presented in Ekström et al. (2008) up to Z = 10−10. The hemial
evolution models are from Chiappini et al. (2006a).
explanation based on massive, metal poor, fast rotating stellar models.
Normal metal poor halo stars
The reent observations of the surfae abundanes of very metal poor
halo stars
11
show the need of a very eient mehanism for the prodution
of primary nitrogen (Chiappini et al. 2005). As explained in Chiappini et
al. (2006a), a very nie way to explain this very eient primary nitrogen
prodution is to invoke fast rotating massive stars. Very interestingly, fast
rotating massive stars help not only in explaining the behavior of the N/O
ratio at low metalliity but also those of the C/O. In Fig. 7, preditions for the
evolution of N/O and C/O of hemial evolution models using dierent sets
of yields are ompared (Chiappini et al. 2006a
12
). We see that the observed
11
These stars are in the eld and present [Fe/H℄ as low as -4, thus well below the metal-
liities of the globular lusters.
12
The details of the hemial evolution models an be found in Chiappini et al. (2006b),
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N/O ratio is muh higher than what is predited by a hemial evolution
model using the yields of the slow-rotating Z = 10−5 models from Meynet &
Maeder (2002) down to Z = 0. When adding the yields of the fast-rotating
Z = 10−8 models from Hirshi (2007) the t is muh improved. The same
improvement is found for the C/O ratio, whih presents an upturn at low
metalliity. Thus these omparisons support fast rotating massive stars as
the soures of primary nitrogen in the galati halo.
High N/O and the C/O upturn of the low-metalliity stars are also ob-
served in low-metalliity DLAs (Pettini et al. 2008, see the rosses in Fig. 7).
We note that the observed points are below the points for the halo stars in
the N/O versus O/H plane. This may be attributed to two auses: either the
observed N/O ratios observed in halo stars are somewhat overestimated or
the dierene is real and might be due to dierent star formation histories in
the halo and in DLAs. Let us just disuss these two possibilities.
Measures of nitrogen abundanes at the surfae of very metal poor stars is
quite hallenging, muh more than the measure of nitrogen in the interstellar
medium as is done for the DLAs, therefore one expets that the data for DLAs
suer muh smaller unertainties than those for halo stars. In that respet
the observed N/O ratios in DLAs give more aurate abundanes than halo
stars. Most probably the star formation history in DLAs is not the same
as in the halo. While, as realled above, in the halo we see the result of a
strong and rapid star formation episode, in DLAs one might see the result of
muh slower and weaker star formation episodes. In that ase, both massive
stars and intermediate mass stars ontributed to the build up of the hemial
abundanes and the hemial evolution models presented in Fig. 7 do no
longer apply to these systems (see Chiappini et al. 2003; Dessauges-Zavadsky
2007 for hemial evolution models of DLAs). It will be very interesting
to study the results of hemial evolution models adapted to this situation
and aounting for stellar yields from both rotating massive and intermediate
stars. Let us just mention at this stage that primary nitrogen prodution in
metal poor intermediate mass stars is also strongly favored when rotational
mixing is aounted for (Meynet & Maeder 2002). Thus also in that ase,
rotation may play a key role.
The primary nitrogen prodution is aompanied by other interesting fea-
tures suh as the prodution of primary
13
C (see Chiappini et al. 2008).
Prodution of primary
13
C by massive stars an explain the low
12
C/
13
C ra-
tios found reently by Spite et al. (2006) for normal very metal poor halo stars
without invoking the ontribution of AGBs whih, aording to the hemial
evolution models for the halo, did not play a major role bellow [Fe/H℄∼ -2.5.
This is important as reent observational results (Melendez & Cohen 2007)
found the
25
Mg/
24
Mg,
26
Mg/
24
Mg ratios in halo metal poor stars to be low,
again suggesting that AGB stars would have played a minor role below [Fe/H℄
∼ -2.0. The primary nitrogen prodution is also aompanied by the produ-
where they show that suh a model reprodues niely the metalliity distribution of the
Galati halo. This means that the timesale for the enrihment of the medium is well
tted.
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tion of primary
22
Ne. Primary
22
Ne is produed by diusion of primary
nitrogen from the H-burning shell to the ore He-burning zone, or by the
engulfment of part of the H-burning shell by the growing He-burning ore.
These proesses our in rotating massive star models (Meynet & Maeder
2002; Hirshi 2007). In the He-burning zone,
14
N is transformed into
22
Ne
through the lassial reation hain
14
N(α,γ)18F(β+ ν)18O(α,γ)22Ne.
In the He-burning zones (either in the ore at the end of the ore He-
burning phase or in the He-burning shell during the ore C-burning phase and
in the following onvetive C-burning shell), neutrons are released through the
reation
22
Ne(α,n)25Mg. These neutrons then an either be aptured by iron
seeds and produe s-proess elements or be aptured by light neutron poi-
sons and thus be removed from the ux of neutrons. The nal outputs of
s-proess elements will depend on at least three fators: the amounts of 1.-
22
Ne, 2.- neutron poisons and 3.- iron seeds. In standard models (without
rotation), when the metalliity dereases, the amount of
22
Ne dereases (less
neutrons produed), the strength of primary neutron poisons beomes rela-
tively more important in partiular for [Fe/H℄≤-2 with respet to solar, and
the amount of iron seeds also dereases (e.g., Raiteri et al. 1992). Thus very
small quantities of s-proess elements are expeted. When primary nitrogen
and therefore primary
22
Ne is present in quantities as given by rotating mod-
els whih an reprodue the observed trends for the N/O and C/O ratios in
the halo stars, then a very dierent output is obtained (Pignatari et al. 2008).
The abundanes of several s-proess elements are inreased by many orders of
magnitudes. In partiular, the elements are produed in the greatest quanti-
ties in the atomi mass region between strontium and barium, and no long in
the atomi mass region between iron and strontium as in the ase of standard
models.
These rst results show that some heavy s-proess elements, not produed
in standard models (without rotation), might be produed in signiant quan-
tities in metal poor rotating stellar models. It will be very interesting in the
future to nd some non ambiguous signature of the ourrene of this proess
in the abundane pattern of very metal poor halo stars.
C-rih Extremely Metal Poor Stars (CEMP)
Below about [Fe/H℄ < -2.5, a signiant fration of very iron-poor stars are
C-rih (see the review by Beers & Christlieb (2005). Some of these stars show
no evidene of s-proess enrihments by AGB stars and are thus likely formed
from the ejeta of massive stars. The problem is how to explain the very high
abundanes with respet to iron of CNO elements. As shown by Meynet et
al. (2006) and Hirshi (2007) the matter released in the winds of fast rotating
very metal poor massive stars is enrihed in both H- and He-burning produts
and present striking similarities with the abundane patterns observed at the
surfae of CEMPs and these authors proposed that at least some of these
stars might be formed from the winds of suh objets. Note that stars formed
in that way should also be He-rih! It is likely that rotation also aets the
omposition of the ejeta of intermediate mass stars. Meynet et al. (2006)
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predit the hemial omposition of the envelope of a 7 M⊙ E-AGB star
whih have been enrihed by rotational mixing. The omposition also presents
striking similarities with the abundane patterns observed at the surfae of
CEMPs. The presene of overabundanes of uorine (Shuler et al. 2007)
and of s-proess elements might be used to disriminate between massive and
intermediate mass stars.
He-rih stars in globular lusters
Indiret observations indiate the presene of very helium-rih stars in
the globular luster ωCen (Piotto et al. 2005). Stars with a mass fration of
helium, Y , equal to 0.4 seem to exist, together with a population of normal he-
lium stars with Y = 0.25. Other globular lusters appear to host helium-rih
stars (Caloi & D'Antona 2007), thus the ase of ωCen is the most spetaular
but not the only one. There is no way for these very low mass stars to enrih
their surfae in suh large amounts of helium and one possibility is that they
have aquired their He abundane from the protostellar loud from whih
they formed (an alternative would be through mass transfer in lose binary
systems). Where does this helium ome from? We proposed that it was shed
away by the winds of metal poor fast rotating stars (Maeder & Meynet 2006).
Chemial anomalies in globular lusters
In globular lusters, stars made of material only enrihed in H-burning
produts have been observed (see the review by Gratton et al. 2004). Proba-
bly these stars are also enrihed in helium and thus this observation is related
to the one reported just above. The dierene is that proper abundane
studies an be performed for arbon, nitrogen, oxygen, sodium, magnesium,
lithium, uorine . . . , while for helium only indiret inferenes based on the
photometry an be made. Deressin et al. (2007a) propose that the matter
from whih the stars rih in H-burning produts are formed, has been released
by slow winds of fast rotating massive stars. Other authors have proposed
AGB stars as the main supplier of the material from whih the Na-rih and O-
poor stars are formed (see e.g. D'Antona & Ventura 2008). The massive star
origin presents however some advantages: rst a massive star an indue star
formation in its surrounding, thus two eets, the enrihment and the star for-
mation an be triggered by the same ause. Seond, the massive star senario
allows to use a less at IMF than the senario invoking AGB stars (Prantzos
& Charbonnel 2006). The slope of the IMF might be even a Salpeter's one in
ase the globular luster lost a great part of its rst generation stars by tidal
stripping (Deressin et al. 2007b; Deressin et al. 2008).
All the above observations seem to point toward the same diretion, an
important population of spinstars at low Z. Of ourse alternative explanations
exist for all these features. One advantage of those presented above is that
they rely on one unique physial proess: rotational mixing!
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5 Massive star evolution in the near solar metal-
liity regime
In the near solar metalliity regime, rotation and mass loss by stellar winds
are of similar importane. Neither of the two aspets an be negleted. This
metalliity range is also the one in whih models an be heked and alibrated
by omparisons with well observed features either of individual stars or of
stellar populations. Among these observed features let us ite
• The observed hanges of the surfae abundanes.
• The observed hanges of the surfae veloities.
• The shape of fast rotating stars measured by interferometri tehnis,
variation of the eetive temperature with the olatitude, measures of
wind anisotropies, shape of nebulosities resulting from outbursts.
• The sizes of the onvetive ores as dedued from asterosismi analysis.
Asterosismi observations an also onstrain the interior variation of the
angular veloity.
• The width of the Main Sequene band.
• The existene and variation with Z of the populations of Be stars.
• The variation with Z of the blue to red supergiant ratio.
• The variation with Z of the Wolf-Rayet populations.
• The rotation rates of young pulsars.
• The variation with Z of dierent ore ollapse supernova types.
As a general statement, it does appear that models inluding the eets of
rotation provide a muh better t to most of the above observed features.
Here we shall disuss two of them, the ases of surfae abundanes and the
variation with Z of the ratio of type Ib to type II supernovae.
A rotating star is predited to present some nitrogen surfae enrihment
already during the main sequene. The amplitude of the nitrogen enrihment
at the surfae depends on the initial mass (inreases with the mass), the age
(inreases with the age) and the initial rotational veloity (inrease with the
initial veloity). Thus we see that the nitrogen surfae abundane is at least
a funtion of three parameters: mass, age and veloity. This is orret as
long as we onsider stars with a given initial omposition (rotational mixing
is more eient at low Z) and whose evolution is not aeted by a lose binary
ompanion.
To see a relation between N-enrihment and veloity, it is neessary to
use stars with dierent rotational veloities but having similar masses and
ages. In Fig. 8, suh a relation is shown for stars in the N11 SMC luster
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Figure 8: The N abundane (in a sale where logH = 12.0) as a funtion
of v sin i for the MS stars (blak dots) in N11 with masses between 14 and
20 M⊙ aording to Hunter (2008, private ommuniation). The binaries are
shown by a square. The evolved stars in a band of 0.1 dex in logTeff beyond
the end of the MS are shown with open symbols. The gray band indiates
unertainties of ±0.25 dex. Figure taken from Maeder et al. (2008).
(Maeder et al. 2008), where the sample is limited to the stars in the mass
range 14 to 20 M⊙ on the basis of the data provided by Hunter (2008, private
ommuniation) and in the formal MS band as given by Fig. 34 from Hunter
et al. (2007).
We see that the bulk of stars in N11 shows a relation of the exess of N/H
depending on v sin i (the mean square root of the data for the MS band stars is
0.23 dex from the data by Hunter 2008, private ommuniation, the satter in
v sin i is not given). The amplitude of the (N/H) is about 0.6 dex for veloities
of 200 km s
−1
, slightly higher than the value obtained from rotating stellar
models for Z = 0.02 for the orresponding masses (see Fig. 1 in Maeder et al.
2008).
When data samples, limited in masses and ages, are used, a very nie
orrelation is found between the surfae N-enrihment and υ sin i (see also
Fig. 4 in Maeder et al. 2008), supporting a N enrihment depending on
rotational veloities. Stars beyond the end of the MS phase do not obey to
suh a relation, beause their veloities onverge toward low values (see Fig. 12
by Meynet & Maeder 2000). A fration, whih we estimate to be ∼ 20 % of
the stars, may esape from the relation as a result of binary evolution, either
by tidal mixing or mass transfer.
Core ollapse supernovae of type Ib and I are very interesting events for
many reasons. One of them is that in four ases, the typial spetrum of a type
I supernova has been observed together with a long soft Gamma Ray Burst
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Figure 9: Left panels: Rate of SN Ib / SN II if all models produe a SN (solid
line) or if models produing a blak holes do not explode in a SN (dashed
line). Grey areas are the orresponding estimated errors from our models.
Pentagons are observational data from Prieto et al. (2008), triangles are
data from Prantzos & Boissier (2003) and irle is the measurement at solar
metalliity from Cappellaro & Turatto (2001). The dotted line represents the
binary models of Eldridge et al. (2008), and the dotted-dashed line the rate
obtained with the binary models of Fryer et al. (2007). Right panel: Rates
of SN I / SN II (blue longdashed line), SN Ib / SN II (red shortdashed
line) and SN Ib / SN II (blak solid line). The points are extrated from the
data of Prieto et al. (2008): triangles (red) represent the observed SN Ib /
SN II rate, and upsidedown triangles (blue) the observed SN I / SN II rate.
Eah triangle orresponds to a sample of 11 ore ollapse SNe (olor gure
available online). Figure taken from Georgy et al. submitted.
(GRB) event (Woosley & Bloom 2006). Also, reent observations (Prieto et al.
2008) present new values for the variation with the metalliity of the number
ratio (SN Ib+SN I)/SN II to whih theoretial preditions an be ompared.
Finally, aording at least to single star senarios, these supernovae arise from
the most massive stars. They oer thus a unique opportunity to study the
nal stages of these objets whih have a deep impat on the photometri
and spetrosopi evolution of galaxies and also ontribute to its hemial
evolution .
We shall now disuss the preditions of single star models for the type
Ib/I supernovae frequeny. Sine these supernovae do not show any H-lines
in their spetrum, they should have as progenitors stars having removed at
least their H-rih envelope by stellar winds, i.e. their progenitors should be
WR stars of the WNE type (stars with no H at their surfae and presenting
He and N lines) or of the WC/WO type (stars with strong overabundanes of
He-burning produts at their surfae, mainly arbon and oxygen).
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Considering that all models ending their lifetime as a WNE or WC/WO
phase will explode as a type Ib supernova, it is possible to ompute the
variation with the metalliity of the number ratio of type Ib to type II su-
pernovae. The result is shown in Fig. 9 (left panel, see also Meynet & Maeder
2005). One sees that this ratio inreases with the metalliity. This is due to
the fat that at higher metalliity, the minimum initial mass of stars ending
their life as WNE, or WC/WO stars is lower than at lower metalliities. Sin-
gle star models an reasonably well reprodue the observed trend with the
metalliity. They however give slightly too small values with respet to the
observations, whih may indiate that a portion of the type Ib supernovae
may originate from lose binary evolutions. Models aounting for single and
binary hannel (but without rotation) are shown as a dotted line (Eldridge
et al. 2008). They provide a good t to the observations. But in that ase
most of the supernovae originate from the binary hannel, leaving little plae
for the single star senario. These models would also predit that most of the
WR stars are the outome of lose binary evolution. This does not appear to
be onrmed by the observations of Foellmi et al (2003ab). Most likely, both
the single and binary hannel ontribute.
The right panel of Fig. 9 shows how the number ratio of type Ib and type
I supernovae onsidered separately ompare with the observations. We see
that a good agreement is obtained although the observations are still sare
and based on a small number of ases.
Of ourse the situation may hange in ase, when a Blak Hole (BH) is
formed, no SN event ours. We omputed new (SN Ib + SN I)/ SN II ratios
with the assumption that all models massive enough to form a blak hole do
not produe a SN. Comparing with the observed rates in the left panel of
Fig. 9 (see dashed line) we see that in the ase no supernova event ours
when a BH is formed, single star models might still aount for a signiant
fration of the type Ib supernovae for Z > 0.02. At Z = 0.004 all type Ib
should arise from other evolutionary senarios. A possibility would be in that
ase to invoke lose binary evolution with mass transfer.
Probably, the hypothesis aording to whih no supernova event is asso-
iated when a BH is formed, is too restritive. For instane, the ollapsar
senario for Gamma Ray Bursts (Woosley 1993) needs the formation of a
blak holes (Dessart, private ommuniation) and this formation is at least
aompanied in some ases by a type I supernova event. Also the observation
of the binary system GRO J1655-40 ontaining a blak hole (Israelian et al.
1999) suggest that a few stellar masses have been ejeted and that a SN event
ourred when the BH formed. This is dedued from the important hemial
anomalies observed at the surfae of the visible ompanion, hemial anoma-
lies whose origin is attributed to the fat that the (now visible) ompanion
areted part of the SN ejeta. This gives some support to the view that, at
least in some ases, the ollapse to a BH does not prevent mass ejetion and
a supernova event to our.
As emphasized at the beginning of this setion, rotation and mass loss
probably are both important in this metalliity range. Impat of these two
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proesses on various outputs of solar metalliity stellar models an be found
in Heger & Langer (2000), Meynet & Maeder (2000; 2003), Hirshi et al.
(2005a).
6 Massive star evolution at metalliities above
the solar metalliity
Above solar metalliities, radiative line driven winds beome the dominant
fator aeting the evolution of massive stars. In models with moderate rota-
tion, we note however that the eets of rotational mixing are still important
but their impat is less apparent being somewhat mixed with those of the stel-
lar winds. From a theoretial point of view we an note two features whih do
appear dierent at high metalliity: rst the hemial enrihment of the in-
terstellar medium is dierent. Indeed, as been shown by Maeder (1992), when
the stellar winds are important, greater quantities of produts from the early
phases of the evolution of stars are ejeted into the interstellar medium when
omparison is made with the hemial abundanes of the ejeta of a similar
star whih would have released its outer layers only at the supernova stage.
Physially this omes from the fat that when a layer of stellar material is
ejeted by stellar winds, it is ejeted at an early phase of the evolution of the
star, when the layer has only been partially proessed by the nulear reations.
This allows the prodution of some elements to be enhaned and other to be
dereased with respet to a star releasing its outer layers only at the super-
nova stage. Computations shows that at high metalliity, greater quantities of
helium, arbon (Maeder 1992), uorine (Meynet & Arnould 2000; Palaios et
al. 2005a), aluminum 26 (Palaios et al. 2005b), s-proess elements (Arnould
et al. 2006) will be ejeted. This may have interesting onsequenes for the
hemial evolution of the galaxies at high metalliity.
Another interesting dierene whih ours at high metalliity is the evo-
lution of the angular momentum. As we explained in Se. 2, one expets that
at high metalliity, angular momentum is more easily transported from the
ore to the surfae and more easily ejeted at the surfae by the stellar winds.
Thus, everything being equal, one would expet that the angular momentum
of the entral regions will be lower when the metalliity is higher. Together
with the fat that Blak-Hole formation is probably more diult at high Z
(also beause of the strong stellar winds), this makes the formation of ollap-
sars whih are onsidered as a serious andidate for long soft gamma ray burst
muh less favorable at high metalliity (see e.g. Hirshi et al. 2005b). In ase
the rotation rate of young pulsar depends to some extent to the rotation rate
of the ore at the presupernova stage, the above line of reasoning would lead
to the onlusion that the rotation rate of young pulsars should be slower in
metal rih regions than in metal poor ones.
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7 Conlusion
Massive star evolution is at the rossroad of many topial astrophysial prob-
lems: their link with gamma-ray line astrophysis, the origin of galati os-
mi rays, that of isotopi anomalies in the meteorites, the many puzzling
observed features related to very metal poor stars in the eld of the halo, to
the stars in globular lusters, to the progenitors of ore ollapse supernovae
and gamma ray bursts, to neutron stars and blak holes, plae them at the
heart of modern astrophysis. Moreover they represent unique tool to probe
the distant universe and onstitute important soures of radiations, of new
synthetised nulei and of momentum in galaxies. Still major improvements
of massive star models are needed. Great deal of eorts have been made
to provide more realisti models aounting for the eets of mass loss and
rotation. Aspets as the eets of aretion proesses during the pre-main
sequene phase, magneti elds, tidal fores in lose binaries, still remain to
be further explored and represent wonderful hallenges for future works.
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